
Beechcraft  BE-33/BE35 Brake Master Cylinder Overhaul 

 (Paramount VV-15-625) 

 

I hope the following will be helpful to those who take on the task of rebuilding the Beechcraft original 

equipment, Paramount VV-15-625 Master Cylinders. I have included pages from the original Beechcraft 

parts manuals and the Beechcraft shop/Service Manuals for the BE-33 Series but these should translate 

to the BE-35 Series as well.  I have also included pictures of the parts required as well as close-ups when 

available.  The O’rings are available from many sources; I used actual original equipment number 

O’rings, from the part numbers taken from the Beechcraft parts catalog for the BE-33 Series aircraft. 

If you look at the Beechcraft parts catalog pages particularly page 110, (see pages 2 and 3 attached), 

which has the parts list by numbers, you will note that it curiously lists parts #5,#6,& #7 as “No Part 

number”? 

 While in reality, part number #7 is the same brass washer as part #2, (57G-107), and The O’rings, are 

part #5 (AN6227B-5) or MS28775-010) & #6 (AN6227B-10) or (MS28775-112) respectively. Those part 

numbers can be found in a later parts manual from 1984. (See pages attached 9 and 10).  

From reading the two parts catalogs, it appears that the newer master Cylinder, VV-15-265-1 uses the 

exact same parts, but the piston rod is different and may be longer. According to another previous post 

listed on “CSO Beech”, there is a reference made to this as well. 

I did not make a step by step pictorial of the disassembly of the master Cylinder; however I did make a 

step by step of the re-assembly, and have provided those pictures, attached. I hope this information will 

be helpful to others who may undertake the rebuild task as well.  

One final note, in reading a previous post on CSO Beech, there were a couple of references made to just 

leaving the master cylinder attached at the base and removing the snap ring and extracting the “GUTS” 

(rod, piston, upper wiper seals, etc), swapping out the O’rings and replacing the “Guts” back into the 

master Cylinder . 

While this may work OK in theory and may serve as a temporary fix for a leak that needs to be stopped, I 

am sure that most would agree that to really do a good quality job, and by that I mean a thorough 

cleaning and perhaps honing of the Master Cylinder inner wall, including inspection of the piston rod 

(which has been found to be worn, scratched or may even be bent over time and usage, (ask me how I 

know that)! When I inspected the inside of my master cylinders, I found them to be brightly glazed, and 

found a rather thick layer of old 5606 mixed with, let’s call it “Crud”, for lack of a better term, on the 

bottom of the master cylinder.  

 



I don’t know about you, but if you just pull out the “GUTS”, replace O’rings and stuff it all back together 

after years of use, wear and tear, I’m willing to bet that you may/might/probably would/most likely will, 

suck up some of that “CRUD”. Thereby possibly breaking loose a glob of that “CRUD”. That might find its 

way into the close tolerances of the tiny brass check valve assembly, even perhaps blocking the intake 

port which is very, very, very small, or even flushing that “Crud”, further down the line toward the 

Wheel brake cylinders and calipers? 

That being said, I am sure that it will be a personal choice to anybody who undertakes this rebuild repair 

process. Having observed a few dramatic, (is that a good word to use), approaches and landings at my 

local Airport by other Beechcraft Bonanza and Debonair owners, I can assure you that on more than one 

occasion, the moments after touchdown did involve the use of the aircraft’s braking system which most 

of the time worked “Great”, as designed. Nuff Said! 

 

Assembly per Beechcraft shop manual 

Pictures are attached in what I believe is an accurate order. Please follow Beechcraft manual instructions. 

Picture 00 is the old piston and seals before starting the rebuild. 

 



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



  

 

  



 

  



 

  



 

  



  



 

  



 


